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Introduction

Welcome to the first blockchain beer! Dog Beer! Dog beer is the
pioneer of the cryptocurrency circle cheers culture, and will work to
make the cheers culture popular in the cryptocurrency circle. 
DogeBeer stems from its belief in the dog currency ecology, brewed

the moon and committed to become an important member
of the future dog ecology. Mainstream coins has been changing,
only dogecoin has always existed, so DogeBeer be present with
Dogecoin! Come with a  cold DogeBeer and let's cheers to the
blockchain boom! Let's cheers to the Dogecoin ecosystem! Let's
cheers for the future! DogeBeer clearly recognizes that Dogecoin is
the foundation of dog's coin ecology, and Elon Musk is the godfather
of dog currency ecology, so we are firmly following the pace of Elon 
Musk and Dogecoin:  
 

1.  Firmly maintains the Paris Agreement, set up a new energy fund,
adheres to the road of low-carbon, green and sustainable
development, and  to contributes its own strength to the sustainable
development of ankind; 

2 .  Firmly supports the dogecoin ecology and plays its strength for the
prosperity of it;

3. At the same time, it is committed to create the cultural
phenomenon of cryptocurrency circle, creating and developing
"cheers culture", and doing "cheers culture"  to become the first
popular culture of all cryptocurrency. 
 

Not only will DogeBeer become a physical beer brand, but it will
create pop culture in the cryptocurrency circle, our expectations
through cattle and bears, exists forever!
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On Binance Smart Chain

Launch in September 2020, Binance Smart Chain is a blockchain
service that allows developers to build their own decentralized
applications using smart contracts.The original binding chains were not
built to allow such functionality, but the binding smart chain was
designed to provide the same fast transaction while also greatly
expanding the available features and features.It is also compatible
with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), and it means it is able to run
applicationsportedfromEthereum.



DogeBeer tax composition

2% fees automatically redistributed to all existing
holders

4% fees stored in the contract and slowly sold to convert
to  increase liquidity pool

4% fees are used primarily for marketing, and these fees can also
be used to burns or giveaways.

Different development periods will adopt different tax compositions,
which are determined by members of the community
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DogeBeerRoadmap

Phase 1: The total number of TG communities in Chinese and English reached 1,000 
(500 holders) 
 
We will listen to the advice of community members, gradually improving the white 
paper This is the project, during this period we will improve the Chinese official 
website and Chinese white paper, when the total number of 1,000 people, Chinese 
official website and Chinese white paper will be online, during this period we will set up 
a CX team, crazy CX. (CX = Crazy publicity) 
 
Phase 2: The total number of Chinese and English TG communities reached 5,000 
(3,000 holders) 
 
The most important thing is still crazy CX,, but at this stage it requires community 
members to join CX, before we can get greater development. We will build NFT and 
will reward members who have made outstanding contributions to  CX. (Special event: 
The International Beer Festival will be held at the end of September, and we will have a 
lot of CX moves.) 
 
 
Phase 3: The total number of TG communities in Chinese and English reached 10,000 
(6,000 holders) 
 
The most important thing is still the crazy CX, Our CX team will never rest, and began to 
contact Youters, Weibo bloggers for marketing, will start to contact the big V,currency 
circle big V, this will be a period of stable development, constantly increase currency 
address. 
 
 
Phase 4: The total number of TG communities in Chinese and English has reached 
20,000 (12,000 holders) 
 
The most important thing is the crazy CX,. At the same time, we began to try to 
produce samples, and gave them to marketing Youters, Weibo bloggers and 
promoted the big V, coin circle for publicity. 



Goal throughout the route

Phase 5: The total number of Chinese and English TG communities reached 50,000 
(30,000 holders) 
 
Crazy CX always comes top, and we'll start to contact exchanges for greater 
development while offering limited NFT 
 
 
Phase 6: Number of  holders 50,000 
 
Crazy CX always comes top and we'll develop beer world games 
 
 
Phase 7: Number of holders 100,000 
 
We will start a company, discuss equity architecture, find investments, and start 
DogeBeer's mass production plan. 
 
 
Phase 8: Number of holders 200,000 
 
Gradually expand the sales channels 

DogeBeerRoadma
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Ask Elon Musk to drink DogeBeer,and cheers with us.


